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ABSTRACT
Implicit or explicit national governmental actions

designed to perpetuate, change conditions, maintain the status quo,
or introduce change (although not designed for that purpose) are
known as policy. Some of these actions relate directly to population
distribution from early land grants to present urban renewal and
rural development activities. Others relating to agriculture, growth,
and relocation of industries and government facilities, expansion of
higher education opportunities, service in the armed forces, housing,
and the widespread construction of transportation systems have had
unanticipated impacts on population relocation. Shifts in demands for
services have also resulted in population redistribution. When these
occur, the government must consider their impact in formulating
policies; existing policies must be evaluated and their
implementation mechanisms reassessed or new programs devised. Factors
which should De considered are: (1) the numbers involved, (2) the
locations affected, (3) the migrant's importance in his parent and
host populations, and (4) characteristics of people which predispose
them to require specialized services. In recent decades, the heavy
movement of blacks out of the rural South has produced shifts in
service needs. This outmigration effected compositional changes in
both rural and urban populations, affecting the urban South, the
urban non-South, and the rural South. The paper also examines some
policy implications related to service needs caused by this movement.
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Introduction

In a broad context, policy generally refers to implicit or

explicit national governmental actions, specifically designed to

perpetuate: or change conditions or that in fact do maintain the

status quo or introduce change although not designed for that pur-

pose. Many governmental actions have been directly related to the

distribution of our population from early land settlement grants to

present day urban renewal and rural development activities. Other

governmental actions relating to agriculture, growth and relocation

of industries and government facilities, expansion of opportunities

for higher education, service ia the armed forces, housing, and the

widespread construction of a network ortransportatiOn systems have-

had unanticipated impacts on population relocation.

Population redistribution brings with it shifts in demands for

services. When such changes occur, their impact must be considered

by the government in fonaulating policies; evaluation must be made of

existing policies, and their implementation mechanisms reassessed.

ew pro rams may need to be devised. Factors which should be taken

into account in this deliberative process relate to (1) the numbers

involved, (2) the locations affected, (3) the importance of wiurants

in their parent and host populations, and (4) characteristics of

people that predispose them to require speci.alized services.

One development of recent decades which produced shifts in

service needs was the heavy movement of blacks out of the rural South.

This outmigration effected compositional changes both in the population

remaining in rural areas and in the urban populations which the mi-

grants joined. Some of the policy implications of this movement as

they relate to service needs are examined in this paper.

Service Needs

Over the years Americans have come to assume that their in-

herent right to the "pursuit of happiness".presupposes a high level

of governmentally supplied services. Since the Depression of the

1930's, expectations about the quantity and quality of services govern-

ment should supply have increased and many former niceties are now

regarded as necessities. Superiposed on tnese increasing expecta-

tions have been demands that every segment of the population have equal

access to services. And policy makers are also confronted with de-

termining which level of government bears the responsibility for meet-

ing specific demands.

In large measure, the service needs of a population, regard-

less of location, are determined by its demographic structure. Some

service needs are a function of nuribers--fire protection and water

supply come to mind. But others are generated by the peculiarities
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of the population. One composed primarily of young adults and their

childreu will mahe heavy demands on maternity and child health ser-

vices and will require large investments in primary and secondary

education. By contrast, a retirement community will have little

use for these services but will require greater allocations for age-

related medical treatment and geriatric facilities.

While age and sex are fundamental, socio-economic variables

are equally as important in determining service needs. The demands of

persons wno ended their education by the eighth grade will differ from

those of the college educated not only because education is closely

associated with income potential but also because additional years of

academic life tend to increase expectations. A highly educated popu-

lation expects higher quality education for its children, accessibil-

ity to all kinds of goods and services, and cultural and recreational

amenities. Economic factors such as labor force participation and

occupational and industrial attachments also affect the generation of

service needs. Generalized measures of income compensation may be

required, for instance, in areao where a large proportion of the

people are unemployed or not employable. Revamping of educational

curricula and the design of vocational retraining programs are often

accompaniments to shifting occupational structures. And some indus-

tries have highly specialized needs for both natural and human resour-

ces, whicn may require government support.

Black Misration from the Rural South

The exact magnitude of the total movement of blacks out of the

rural South cannot be ascertained. According to the 1967 Survey of

Economic Opportunity, one of the few bodies of national data in which

rural origin of people can be identified, about two million adult

blacks of rural Southern origin were living in urbau areas in 1967.

A little less than half were in the South and the rest had left that

region for other parts of the country. Three populations -- the

urban non-South, the urban South, and the rural South itself -- were

affected by this movement. The impact on their service needs can be

considered separately.

The Urban Non-South

By far the greatest publicity (and approbrium) has been given

to the blacks who left the rural South for the non-South, where they

contributed in different degrees to the growth of black populations

in various parts of that broad region. In 1967 they comprised about

a fifth of the urban blacks 17 years old and over in each of the

three regions of the ilorth and West. In no nonSouth region, however,
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were rural-urban migrants from the South as numerous as Soutnern

u_ rbahngir.in ni:Irant blecka. lo keep their numbers in further per-

spective, it should be noted that even though rural-urban migrauts

constituted au important part of the black population, in no region

did they comprise more than two percent of the total adult urban

population. Nevertheless, the arrival over time of some 2.5 million

blach migrants from the South, 1 million of whom were of rural origin,

and their offspring, has auamented service needs in the non-South

merely by increasing the populations tnere and by acerbating pressures

that already e...isteu.

Certain characteristics of adult rural-urban migrants in the

non-South shoula predispose thew t o t ake heavy demands on ameliora-

tive or compensatory services. About half of them .tad completed eight

years or less of school, close to a tiiiru nad either reached the nor-

mal retirement age of 65 years or had some work-limiting health condi-

tion, and those who were employed were not likely to have held white

collar jobs. In tueae respects, this group of rural Southern blacks

were more aandicapped than tae urban black population they joined al-

thoui;a they compared favorably to those still in rural areas. however,

they were no more likely to be classed as living under income poverty

conditions in 1967 (using Federally defined standards) than non-Southern

urban blacks. But the high incidence of poverty an black adults

(21 percent) as compared with whites (8 percent) in the non-South is

another indicator of their high potential need for specialized ser-

vices. (These measures of comparisou, and those used elsewhere iu the

paper, reflect differences apparent in 1967 and conditions in urban

and rural residences at that ti.ae. The situation at some prior time,

especially at time of Migration, cannot be determined from data in the

SW).

The Urban South

The situation in the South was somewhat different. The urban

South sustained heavy outcigration of its black population to the

Ion-South (1.5 !nion by 1907 SEO estimates of lifetime migration

for adults). Migration from the rural South (.9 million) served to

offset some of the losses. By 1967 alcoat a quarter of the urban

Southern blac,s were of rural Southern origin, and they couprised

about 4 percent of the adult urban population.

aural-urban migrants wao retained within tae South were

wore like the population still in rural areas titan those who left

tae South. They were at Emilie disadvantage waen cot pared to native

urban blacks, particularly witn respect to education. Three-fifths

had completed eight years or less of school. Well over a quarter of

tae adults were United in their working capacity by age or health,

and those wao did report employoent were more likely to be laborers

(ia the case of :gales) or private houseaold workers (among females) .



As in the uon-South, rural urban migrants were no more likely to be

in poverty (35 percent) tnan black urban nonmiarants (36 percent).

The Rural South

As is certainly well .known by members of this Association, the

rural Soutn has been treNeniously affected by outmigration. About

half the adult blacks who were living in the rural South at age 16 or

earlier were somewhere else in the country in 1947. And the popula-

tion in the rural South differed in many respects from that of rural

Southerners who were no longer there. As a group, rural-urban migrants

were better educated, tore likely to have had some employment in 1966

and to have had a white collar occupation, less likely to have a work-

limiting health condition, and far less likely to be living under po-

verty conditions (27 percent) than people who lived in the rural South

(59 percent). This was despite the fact that proportionately more of

the rural-urban migrants were 5U years old or older.

The rural black population in 1957 had had little exposure

to the rest of the country; three-fourtns of the adults had never

lived as much as 50 miles from their 1967 residence. Two-thirds

had ended their education by the eighth grade or sooner. Roughly a

third had some kind of work - limiting condition or had passed their

65th Lirtnday, over a quarter of all adults (and nearly a fifth of

the. males) reported no employment at all during 196G. Half of all

black males who were employed were farm or nonfarm laborers and two-

tnirds of the employed females were farm laborers or private house-

hold workers.

By 1967, relatively few blacks had moved into the rural South

and those who had were primarily from the urban South. Outnumbering

persons new to the rural South were return migrants -- nearly one

out of eight rural Southern blacks were returnees fro% an urban place.

There was little to distinguish persons moving to the rural South from

other rural Southern blacks. Their educational attainment was limited,

on the average, and the working capacities of many were hampered by

ill health or age. They were almost as likely to be in poverty as

rural nonaligrants.

The 197J Census of Population provides still more insight into

the demographic cnaracteristics of rural blacks. Despite the heavy

outmigration of potential parents, high fertility among those in the

rural South, and the presence of many children not living with their

parents, results in a large population in the younger ages. The com-

bined effects of fertility and migration yields a population with

high dependency; that is, there is a high ratio of young and old per-

sons to those in the productive ages. Of all rural blacks, 46 per-

cent were under 13 years and another nine percent were 65 years and
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over in 1970. Females exceeded males amon3 those aged 10 to 64 (the

sex ratio was 92), and a very high proportion of than were occupied

in taking care of close to a million children (one-fourth of the popu-

lation) who were under ten years of age. Out of a rural population

of 3.9 million blacks, little re than 800,003 were males between

the ages of 13 and 65 and, based on the SE° data, a fifth of them

could be expected to have some work-limiting health condition.

Policy Implications As Related tr.

Service Needs

In the urban South and non-South as a whole, the numerical

impact of rural-urban migrant blacks was relatively small in rela-

tion to the urban population of all races. but it is well known

that blacks are highly concentrated in certain parts of cities and

persons of rural origin have contributed to this concentration.

Over half a million rural-urban migrant blacks were in the central

cities of four large metropolitan areas in 1967 and three-quarters

of a million were i seven.

Blacks of rural Southern origin living in urban places in

1967 compared favorably to the bltgk population whicn originated in

urban areas. As previous report01 from the cooperative research of

the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the University of Georgia

have indicated, the success of rural-urban migrants in obtaining

employment and their level of income equalled or exceeded that of

other urban blacks, despite somewhat more limited education. In

terns of broad occupational categories, their relative contribution

to the urban occupational structure was proportionate to their

share in the total urban employed population. There was little to

indicate that they contributed unduly to the lowest status occwa-

tions, whether they had migrated within the South or out of it. Nor

were tney more likely than other urban blacks to be living in income

poverty or to be the recipients of public welfare assistance.

The characteristics of the rural-urban migrants which pre-

dispose then to require specialized and perhaps remedial services

were sililar to those of urban-origin blacks. Their reeds for

services should be considered in the light of requirements of the

total urban black population and urban populations in general. Not

only should individual wants be considered, but also problems stem-

ming from such things as extreme densities, the social and psycho-

logical effects of overcrowding, inadequate housing, pollution, and

the dislocations accompanying cnanging land use patterns in urban

development and redevelopment.

'Zany of the sae service needs are present in the rural South,
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but they are intensified by the population structure and its disper-

sion. The Southern rural black population has been greatly reduced
through migration but this migration may well have carried off some
of its most capable persons, judging from the success of'iural-
origin migrants in urban settings. Certainly, the population left in
the rural South after migration and those moving into the area or re-
turning to it had multiple service needs and were limited with re-
spect to the ways in which these needs could be met. The age and sex
structure alone Leans that service needs are monumental in relative
terms. The large concentration of children, many of whom do not
live with both pare:,,ts, requires heavy outlays for education, and these
outlays should compensate for tne limited education of the older gen-
eration. Medical needs are also great, not only for maternity and
child care benefits, but also for the large numbers over 65 years of
age, and those with some type of health problem.

Since over half of the rural blacks are living in poverty,
one of the highest priorities is to make provisions for adequate in-
comes. Of the several ways in which income levels might be raised
in the immediate future, two wnich come most readily to mind are var-
ious types of transfer payments and increased employment opportuni-
ties. For many persons in the rural South, the short-term answer for
iucreased income may have to be some type of transfer payments be-
cause the kinds of opportunities which could be developed through em-
ployment are United. The low average level of education, meager
evidence of high-level vocational skills, as demonstrated by oo.cupa-
ache' attachments, and the relatively low proportions of potential
workers in prime working ages preclude the participation of many
rural blacks in some forms of economic development. If income levels
are to be raised through the increased employment of women, provi-
sions will have to be made for adequate child care services.

The overall volume of outtaigration must, of necessity, decline
because of the shrunken base from which migrants can be drawn, as
Calvin Beale nas pointed out:

-...The number a potential outnit ants continues
high in the 1970's as large-cohort:, of young people
come of age. But among blacks, reduced childbearing
among women presently of childbearing age -- coupled
with the age distorting effects of past wigration --
has lowered the nuober of young children to an extent
tnat foreshadows considerable relluctinn iii the nuLiber
of young adults of school - leaving age in tne 19Uu.s.
Purely economic pressures on rural outmi4iration have
been lowered by the greatly reduced dependence on
farting 94 other industries of declining manpower
needs.'"
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As a result, the numbers of rural-origin blacks in the urban sector

will eventually decline.

There is evidence, QOM of'it'impreseioniatic rather tarn -tee

findings of research, that the situation for blacks in nonmetropoli-

tan areas is improving, at least to the extent that some young people

feel they now nave a cnoice and need not of necessity move away to

the large cities. Younger peo.,?le are less dependent on agriculturally

related activities. The proportion who had completed high scLiool is

dramatically higher among the young auults, especially females. The

evidence from tne SEC) indicates, however, that migration increases

with greater education, and, the hither the education, the less likely

outmig rants are to return. If past trends continue, many of these

better educated blacks will leave the rural South for good. If more

of theta can be induced to remain or return, the improvements in the

qualifications of the population an make it pose.ble for more sophis-

ticated and technologically advanced economic development.

The 1967 data indicate only a small movement of urban blacks

to the rural South, and few of them had any college training. If the

economic and social situation for rural people changes, it may even

be possible that well-qualified blacks from other places might find

it desirable to take up residence in the rural South. That the rural

South can be attractive to inmigrants is evidenced in the SW by the

behavior of whites. Some 2.7 million white adults moved into the

rural South from other places -- 1 million from outside the South.

Oany of then were highly trained and skilled. A quarter had coo-

pleted one or more years of college and almost a third of the males

were in professional and managerial occupations.

Further improvement of the situation in the rural South could

come from a reduction of some of the inequities in the rural-urban

sharing of Federal program services. As was pointed out in a recent-

ly published Third Annual Report of the President to the Congress on

Government Services to Rural America:

"About half of the poor reside in rural areas, yRt

rural people receive significantly less than half

of the Food Stamp bonus coupons, wanpower training

program services of both the bepartment of Labor

and the HEW. LSEA funds, public welfare assistance,

and OEO legal services. Also, the allocation of

health program services of HEW, OEO, and te Veter-

ans' Administration appears to be disproportion-

ately low in rural areas in relation 5? the per-

cent of population in rural areas...''.-

Other governmentally-sponsored changes could be introduced to im-

prove tae coverage provided by Workmen's Compensation, other types
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of employment security, and health insurance programs.

In the past, policies, or a lack of them, were conducive to

migration out of rural areas, with concomitant shifts in service

needs. In the future the movement out will be slowed down and may

even be reversed. The service needs of rural blacks in cities are

already very much Me those of oter urban blacks. If the improve-

ments cited here as possibilities for the rural South become reali-

ties anu if further innovations for rural development are devised,

the service needs of rural blacks can be reduced so that they more
closely approximate those of other klericans.
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